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Abstract
The elliptic Equation (1) with boundary value conditions either (2) or (3) is solved by an O(h4) convergent
%nite di&erence method combined with an implicit iterative method. The method is tested by examples of
boundary value problems with use of the enclosed Mathematica module solveBHPEQ. The Module solveBH-
PEQ gives options either it implements the O(h4) convergent nine mesh points scheme or the O(h2) convergent
standard %ve points scheme, when the %nite di&erence approximation of Eq. (1) is considered.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. The boundary value problem
Let us consider biharmonic Poisson equation






9y4 = f(x; y; u) (1)
for (x; y)∈ = {06 x; y6 1}; with the boundary value conditions either
u(x; y) = (x; y); 8u(x; y) = 	(x; y); (x; y)∈ 9 (2)
or
u(x; y) = (x; y);
9u(x; y)
9n = 	(x; y); (x; y)∈ 9; (3)
where 9=9n is the normal derivative to the boundary 9 of .
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We assume that given functions f(x; y; p), (x; y) and 	(x; y) are continuous for (x; y)∈ ∪ 9
and for p∈ (−∞;∞). Also, we assume that the function f(x; y; u) possesses non-positive partial
derivative
9f(x; y; u)
9u 6 0; (x; y)∈; −∞¡u¡∞:








9y2 = v(x; y); (x; y)∈D (4)
with the boundary value conditions
u(x; y) = (x; y); v(x; y) = 8u(x; y) = 	(x; y); (x; y)∈ 9: (5)















9x2 ; y = 0; 1
provided that boundary functions (x; y) and 	(x; y) are prolongable on the whole rectangle 
together with their derivatives. We shall use this replacement in the Mathematica module solving
the examples of the boundary value problems.
2. The nite dierence scheme
Let us apply to equations (4) the nine points %nite di&erence scheme on the grid h with the
interior mesh points (Fig. 1)
h = {(ih; jh) : i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N ; (N + 1)h = 1}
Fig. 1. Rectangular grid h.
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and with the boundary points
9h = {(ih; jh) : i = 0; N + 1; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N + 1; j = 0; N + 1; i = 0; 1; : : : ; N + 1}:
Throughout this paper, we shall denote by uik approximate values to the exact solution u(ih; kh) for
i; k = 0; 1; : : : ; N + 1.
We consider the following %nite di&erence scheme:
−(Lx + Ly)vi; j = fi;j; (ih; jh)∈h;
−(Lx + Ly)ui; j = vi; j; (ih; jh)∈h; (6)




vi−1; j − 2vi; j + vi+1; j
h2
; i = 1; N;
−vi−2; j + 16vi−1; j − 30vi; j + 16vi+1; j − vi+2; j
12h2






vi; j−1 − 2vi; j + vi; j+1
h2
; j = 1; : : : ; N;
−vi; j−2 + 16vi; j−1 − 30vi; j + 16vi; j+1 − vi; j+2
12h2
; j = 2; 3; : : : ; N − 1;
where vij =v(xi; yj), xi = ih, yj =jh; i; j=0; 1; : : : ; N +1, h=1=N +1. These %nite di&erence operators
were applied to elliptic equations of the second order in the papers [3,4,7].
It is known, that the local truncation error
















for certain i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N:
We have also a similar formula for the error  yij (h). So that, the total truncation error of the %nite
di&erence scheme is
 ij(h) =  xij(h) +  
y
ij (h); (7)
provided that functions u(x; y) and v(x; y) are six times continuously di&erentiable in .
Let us note that the %nite di&erence scheme (6) has order two in terms of the local truncation
error of approximation at the interior mesh points next to the boundary. However, we shall show
in Theorem 1 that the global error uij − u(ih; jh) of the method tends to zero as fast as h4 → 0
in the speci%c norm (9). So that, the %nite di&erence scheme (6) converges with the rate of order
four at the most interior mesh points. This kind of a %nite di&erence method over convergent at
some mesh points was %rst published by Bramble (cf. [3]) for the ordinary di&erential equation
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−u′′(x) = q(x); 06 x6 1. Other %nite di&erence methods convergent with order at least four have
been published in papers [1,2,5,6].





D0 −12Ih 0 0 : : : 0 0 0
−16Ih Dh −16Ih Ih : : : 0 0 0
Ih −16Ih Dh −16Ih : : : 0 0 0
0 Ih −16Ih Dh : : : 0 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :




















48 −12 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0
−16 54 −16 1 : : : : : : 0 0 0
1 −16 54 −16 1 : : : 0 0 0
0 1 −16 54 −16 : : : 0 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :









54 −12 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0
−16 60 −16 1 : : : : : : 0 0 0
1 −16 60 −16 1 : : : 0 0 0
0 1 −16 60 −16 : : : 0 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :




Now, let us write the %nite di&erence scheme (6) in the following matrix form:
AhV = F; AhU = G; (8)
where the right-hand sides include the boundary conditions given in (4). Therefore,
Fij = f(ih; jh; vij)−8	(ih; jh);
Gij = vij + 	(ih; jh)−8(ih; jh); for i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N:
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3. Convergence and global error estimate
Let u(x; y) be the solution of Eq. (1) eight times continuously di&erentiable in the domain . We
shall estimate the global error of the method
zij(u) = uij − u(ih; jh); i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N + 1;




















Let us note that the error Z = (z1; z2; : : : ; zN ), zk = (z1; k ; z2k ; : : : ; zNk); k = 1; 2; : : : ; N , satis%es the
following systems of equations:
AhZ(V )− J (f;U )Z(U ) = #(h; u); AhZ(U )− Z(V ) = #(h; v); (10)
where the vector of local truncation errors
# = ( 1;  2; : : : ;  N );  k = ( 1k ;  2; k ; : : : ;  Nk); k = 1; 2; : : : ; N;




O(h2); i = 1; N; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N ; or j = 1; : : : ; N ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N;
O(h4); i; j = 2; 3; : : : ; N − 1;
0; otherwise:
Here, the diagonal matrix J (f; u) = diadonal(9f=9u11; 9f=9u12; : : : ; 9f=9uNN ). Eliminating Z(V ) =
AhZ(U ) − #(h; v) from the %rst equation in (10), we %nd that the vector Z(U ) satis%es the
equation
A2hZ(U )− J (f;U )Z(U ) = #(h; u) + Ah#(h; v): (11)
The matrix Ah is positive de%nite. Therefore, there exists the positive constant $ = 16(2 −
√
2),
(cf. [4]), independent of N , such that
(Ah%; %)¿ $(%; %) (12)
for every vector % = (%1; %2; : : : ; %N ), %k = (%1k ; %2k ; : : : ; %nk), k = 1; 2; : : : ; N .
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we obtain the following equation:
(A2hZ(U ); Z(U ))− (J (f;U )Z(U ); Z(U )) = (#ˆ; Z(U ));
where #ˆ = #(h; u) + Ah#(h; v).
By the assumption, the diagonal elements of the matrix J (9f=9u) are non-positive, therefore
(J (f;U )Z(U ); Z(U ))6 0:




By the formula (7) for the local truncation error and by the de%nition of the norm ‖#‖, we arrive
at the following global error estimate:
‖Z(U )‖6Kh4;
where the constant K ¿ 0 is independent of N .
Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The 4nite di5erence scheme (6) is convergent in the norm (9) as fast as h4 → 0, when
h→ 0 and the global error of the method satis4es the inequality
‖Z(U )‖= ‖U − U (x; y)‖6Kh4;
where U = (u11; u12; : : : ; uNN ) is the vector of values uij of the numerical solution uij, and U (x; y) =
(u(x1; y1); u(x1; y2); : : : ; u(xN ; yN )) is the vector of the values of the exact solution u(x; y), at the
mesh points.
4. The implicit iterative method
In order to solve system of equations (8), we apply the implicit iterative method given below.
This method is associated with the coherent matrices Mx and My to the operators  Lx and  Ly acting
either in x-axis direction or in y-axis direction. To build the iterative method, we shall write the
matrix Ah as follows:
12h2Ah = Mx + My;




Dx 0 : : : 0 0
0 Dx : : : 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 : : : Dx 0







24 −12 0 0 : : : 0 0
−16 30 −16 1 : : : 0 0
1 −16 30 −16 : : : 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :









24I −12I 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0
−16I 30I −16I I 0 : : : 0 0 0
I −16I 30I −16I I : : : 0 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 0 0 0 : : : −16I 30I −16I





Now, we can write the system of equations (8), in the equivalent form
(Mx + My)V = 12h2F; (Mx + My)U = 12h2G: (14)
For solving the above systems of equations, we recommend the following implicit iterative method:
(Mx + My)V (m+1) = Fˆ(U (m)); (Mx + My)U (m+1) = Gˆ(V (m+1)) (15)
for m = 0; 1; : : : ; and for starting vectors U (0), where Fˆ = 12h2F and Gˆ = 12h2G. The following
theorem holds:
Theorem 2. If the Jacobian J (f; u) is bounded by ,¡$ = 16(2 − √2), that is ‖J (u)‖6 ,, then
the implicit iterative method converges for any choice of the initial vector U (0).
Proof. Let us observe that the errors of the mth iteration
Z (m)(U ) = U (m) − U; V (m)(V ) = V (m) − V
satisfy the system of equations
1
12h2
(Mx + My)Z (m+1)(V ) = J (f;U )Z (m)(U );
1
12h2
(Mx + My)Z (m+1)(U ) = J (f; V )Z (m+1)(V ):
(16)
By multiplication of the %rst system of equations by Z (m+1)(V ) and the second system of equations
by Z (m+1)(U ), we obtain the following two equations:
1
12h2
((Mx + My)Z (m+1)(V ); Z (m+1)(V )) = (J (f;U )Z (m)(U ); Z (m+1)(V );
1
12h2
((Mx + My)Z (m+1)(U ); Z (m+1)(U )) = (J (f; V )Z (m+1)(V ); Z (m+1)(U )):
(17)
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The matrix (1=12h2) (Mx + My) is positive de%nite (see (12)). Therefore
1
12h2
((Mx + My)Z (m+1); Z (m+1))¿ $(Z (m+1); Z (m+1)):
From (17) and by Schwarz inequality, we obtain the following inequalities:
‖Z (m+1)(V )‖6 1
$
‖(J (f;U )‖ ‖Z (m)(U )‖;
‖Z (m+1)(U )‖6 1
$
‖(J (f; V )‖ ‖Z (m+1)(V )‖: (18)
Solving these inequalities, we %nd the error estimate
‖Z (m+1)(U )‖6 ,20‖Z (m)(U )‖:
for m=0; 1; : : : ; and ,0 =,=$¡ 1. Thus, the norm of the error of mth iteration satis%es the inequality
‖Z (m+1)(U )‖6 ,2(m+1)0 ‖Z (0)‖;
and tends to zero when m→∞, since ,0 ¡ 1.
5. Numerical examples







4sin -x sin -y (19)
for (x; y)∈ = {06 x; y6 1}; with the homogeneous Dirichlet’s boundary value conditions
u(x; y) = 0; 8u(x; y) = 0; (x; y)∈ 9: (20)
In this example, the exact solution u(x; y)=sin -x sin -y is known. We shall compute the approximate
solution ui; j, at the mesh points (ih; jh); i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N ; (N + 1)h = 1, for N = 9 and h = 0:1,
In order to solve the equation, by the Mathematica module
solveBHPEQ[f; ; 	; N; schemeType; conditionType; it];
we de%ne and activate in Mathematica, the function f(x; y; u) on the right-hand side, and boundary
functions (x; y) and 	(x; y) by execution of the following commands (cf. [8]):
f [x ; y ; u ] := 4 ∗ -4 ∗ sin[-x] sin[-y];
[x ; y ] := 0;
	[x ; y ] := 0;
Next, we invoke the module by the command: solveBHPEQ[f; ; 	; 9; 1; 1; 4]; for N = 9, when
h = 0:1, the parameter schemeType = 1, the conditionType=1, and for number of iterations it = 4.
The module gives option either it implements the O(h4) convergent nine points %nite di&erence
scheme (6) with the entry parameter schemeType = 1 or the O(h2) convergent %ve points standard
%nite di&erence scheme with the entry parameter schemeType = 2:
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Table 1
Numerical solution uij by nine-points scheme
x=y 1=10 2=10 3=10 4=10 5=10
1/10 0.09568 0.18193 0.25037 0.29431 0.30945
2/10 0.18193 0.34591 0.47604 0.55958 0.58837
3/10 0.25037 0.47604 0.65511 0.77009 0.80970
4/10 0.29431 0.55958 0.77009 0.90524 0.95181
5/10 0.30945 0.58837 0.80970 0.95181 1.00077
Numerical solution wij by 5-points scheme
1/10 0.09708 0.18465 0.25415 0.29877 0.31415
2/10 0.18465 0.35123 0.48342 0.56830 0.59754
3/10 0.25415 0.48342 0.66537 0.778219 0.82245
4/10 0.29877 0.56830 0.78219 0.91952 0.96684
5/10 0.31415 0.59754 0.82245 0.96684 1.0166
Exact solution u(xi; yj)
1/10 0.095492 0.18164 0.25 0.029389 0.30902
2/10 0.181164 0.34549 0.47553 0.55902 0.58779
3/10 0.25 0.47553 0.65451 0.76942 0.80902
4/10 0.0482 0.2989 0.55902 0.76942 0.90451
5/10 0.30902 0.58779 0.80902 0.95106 1.00000
Global error zmax(u) = u5;5 − u(0:5; 0:5) = 0:00077
Global error zmax(w) = w5;5 − u(0:5; 0:5) = 0:0166
In Table 1, we present the numerical solutions uij and wij of the nine points and %ve points %nite
deference schemes along with the exact solution u(xi; yj) = sin -xi sin -yj. The three solutions are




|uij − u(xi; yj)|; zmax(w) = max
(xi ;yj)∈
|wij − u(xi; yj)|:
Because the solution u(x; y) is symmetric about the point (0:5; 0:5), therefore, we present the results
in Table 1 for the mesh points from the %rst quarter of the square , that is for i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5:
Let us note, that the nine points %nite di&erence scheme, when it is applied to 9× 9 = 81 interior
mesh points, produces the approximate solution with the global maximal error zmax = 0:00077. So
that, the error of the method is in the range of the estimate O(h4) ≈ 0:0001, and the relative error
equals to 0.077%. For a comparison, we have also solved the boundary value problem by the O(h2)
convergent standard %ve points %nite di&erence scheme on the same 81 mesh points with h = 0:1.
Then, we arrived at the global maximal error O(h2) = 0:0165992, which is 21 times greater than the
error zmax of the nine points scheme.
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Table 2
Numerical solution uij
x=y 1/10 2/10 3/10 4/10 5/10
1/10 1.00016 1.00030 1.00041 1.00047 1.00049
2/10 1.00030 1.00056 1.00076 1.00088 1.00092
3/10 1.00041 1.00076 1.00103 1.00120 1.00125
4/10 1.00047 1.00088 1.00120 1.00139 1.00145
5/10 1.00049 1.00092 1.00125 1.00145 1.00152
for (x; y)∈ = {06 x; y6 1}, with the boundary value conditions
u(x; y) = 1;
9u(x; y)
9n = 0; (x; y)∈ 9: (22)
Although, the exact solution u(x; y) is unknown, by the Theorem 1, we can estimate the accuracy of
the approximate solution uij at the mesh points on the level O(h4). We shall compute the approximate
solution ui; j, at the mesh points (ih; jh); i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 9, with the step size h = 0:1.
In order to solve the equation, by the Mathematica module solveBHPEQ, we de%ne and activate
in Mathematica the function f(x; y; u), and the functions (x; y) and 	(x; y) by execution of the
following commands (cf. [8]):
f [x ; y ; u ] := exp[−u];
[x ; y ] := 1;
	[x ; y ] := 0:
Next, we invoke the module by the command: solveBHPEQ[f; ; 	; 9; 1; 2; 4], for N = 9; h = 0:1,
schemeType = 1, conditionType = 1 and for the number of iterations it = 4.
In Table 2, we present the numerical solution uij; at the mesh points (xi; yj)∈h. By Theorem 1,
we estimate the global error
zmax = max
(xi ;yj)∈
|uij − u(xi; yj)| ≈ 0:0001:
The solution u(x; y) is symmetric about the point (0:5; 0:5), therefore, we present the results in Table
2 at the mesh points from the %rst quarter of the square , that is for i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5.
6. Mathematica module
The Mathematica module
solveBHPEQ[f; ; 	; N; schemeType; conditionType; it]
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takes the following input arguments:
• the function f(x; y; u) given on the right-hand side along with the boundary functions (x; y) and
	(x; y),
• the number of points N that determines the number of points in the directions of x and y axes,
• The module gives two options either it implements the O(h4) convergent nine points scheme, when
schemeType = 1 or the O(h2) convergent standard %ve points scheme, when schemeType = 2.
• conditionTypeType = 1 for conditions (2), and conditionType = 2 for condition 3 (3),
• it is the number of iterations.
Let us note that the number of iterations it=1, if the function f(x; y; u) is independent of u.
solveBHPEQ[f ;  ; 	 ; n ; schemeType ; conditionType ; it ] :=
Module[{a; b; f1; h; i; j; k; m; r; s; sol; u; v; x; y; z;
d0; d00; d1; d11; d2; ta1; ta2; sa1; sa2; ma},
m = n ∗ n; h = l=(n + 1); r = 0;
f1[x ; y ; u ] := f [x; y; u];
If [conditionType = = = 1; 	1[x; y] = 	[x; y],
	1[x; y] = (D[	[x; y]; y] + D[[x; y]; x; 2] + D[	[x; y]; x] + D[[x; y]; y; 2])=2];
ta1 = Table[[i ∗ h; k ∗ h]; i; n; k; n];
ta2 = Table[	1[i ∗ h; k ∗ h]; i; n; k; n];
sa1 = Table[D[[x; y]; x; 2] + D[[x; y]; y; 2]=:x −¿i ∗ h=:y −¿k ∗ h; i; n; k; n];
sa2 = Table[D[	1[x; y]; x; 2] + D[	1[x; y]; y; 2]=:x −¿i ∗ h=:y −¿k ∗ h; i; n; k; n];
If [scheme = = = 1; {d0 = 30; d00 = 24; d1 =−16; d11 =−12; d2 = 1},
{d0 = 2; d00 = 2; d1 =−1; d11 =−1; d2 = 0}];
sol[bih ] := Module[{fi; i; k; Ax; Ay},
Ax = Table[0; {i; 1; m}; {k; 1; m}]; Ay = Ax;
Ax = Table[Which[i = =k&&(Mod[i; n] = =0‖Mod[i; n] = =1),
Ax[[i; i]] = d00; i = =k; Ax[[i; i]] = d0; i! = k; Ax[[i; k]] = 0]; {i; 1; m}; {k; 1; m}];
Do[Which[Mod[i; n] = =1; Ax[[i; i + 1]] = d11; Mod[i; n] = =0; Ax[[i; i − 1]] = d11,
Ax[[i; i]] = =d0; {Ax[[i; i + 1]] = d1;Ax[[i; i − 1]] = d1}]; {i; 1; m}; {k; 1; m}];
Do[If [Mod[i; n]¿ 1&&Mod[i; n]¡n− 1; Ax[[i; i + 2]] = d2]; {i; 2; m− 1}; {k; 1; m}];
Do[If [Mod[i; n]¿ 2&&Mod[i; n]¡n; Ax[[i; i − 2]] = d2]; {i; 1; m}; {k; 1; m}];
Table[If [i¿n&&i¡m− n + 1; {Ay[[i; i]] = d0;Ay[[i; i + n]] = d1;
Ay[[i; i − n]] = d1}; Ay[[i; i]] = d00]; {i; 1; m}];
Do[Which[i¡n + 1; Ay[[i; i + n]] = d11; i ¿m− n; Ay[[i; i − n]] = d11]; {i; 1; m}];
Do[{Ay[[i; i − 2 ∗ n]] = d2; Ay[[k; k + 2 ∗ n]] = d2},
{i; 2 ∗ n + 1; m− n}; {k; n + 1; m− 2 ∗ n}];
a =−Ax − Ay;
If [bih = = = 1; b[u ] := Flatten[Table[− d11 ∗ h2(f [i ∗ h; k ∗ h; u[[i; k]] + ta1[[i; k]]]
−sa2[[i; k]]); {i; 1; n}; {k; 1; n}]],
b[u ] := Flatten[Table[− d11 ∗ h2 ∗ (u[[i; k]] + ta2[[i; k]]− sa1[[i; k]]),
{i; 1; n}; {k; 1; n}]]];
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Do[AppendTo[a[[i]]; b[u][[i]]]; {i; 1; m}];
r = r + 1;Print[“Iteration = ”; r];
fi[a ; i ] := ReplacePart[a; a[[i]]− (a[[s]] ∗ a[[i; s]])=a[[s; s]]; i];
iter[a ; s ] := Fold[fi; a; Range[s + 1; m]];
Do[a = iter[a; s]; {s; 1; m}];
z = Table[0; {i; 1; m}];
z[[m]] = a[[m;m + 1]]=a[[m;m]];
Do[z[[m− i]] = (a[[m− i; m + 1]]− Sum[a[[m− i; j]] ∗ z[[j]],
{j; m− i + 1; m}])=a[[m− i; m− i]]; {i; 1; m− 1}];
z];
u = Table[0; {i; 1; n}; {k; 1; n}];
Do[{u = N [sol[1]; 3]; u = Partition[u; n]}; {j; 1; it}];
v = Table[0; {i; n}; {k; n}];
Do[{v = N [sol[2]; 3]; v = Partition[v; n]}; {j; 1; it}];
ma = Table[v[[i; k]] + ta1[[i; k]]; {i; n}; {k; n}];
ListPlot3D[ma; PlotLabel−¿ “The numerical solution u ij)”];
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